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Davis Not Oregon's First Pick
EUGENE, Ore. (UPI)
University of New Mexico
President William E. ''Bud" Davis
is still a contender for the chancellorship of the Oregon State
Higher Education System, although
the position has been offered to
another candidate,
The Oregon Board of Higlier
Education is meeting today to.
consid~r a report that their first
choice for chancellor, Indiana
Higher
Commissioner
for
Education George Weathersby, has
said it is "unlikely'' he will accept
the post.
The 32-year-old Weathersby said
Saturday be would only accept the

offer if the Oregon board was
willing to make· "fundamental
changes, the kind so fundamental
they would be exciting.''
"I was flattered and honored,"
Weathersby said of the offer made
by the board Friday night following
a three-hour executive session.
Weathersby was picked over the
52-year~old Davis and George
Rainsford, 53, president of
Kalamazoo College in Michigan.
It is not known whether the
board favors Davis or Rainsford if
Weathersby rejects the offer.
Davis, president of UNM since
1975, is expected to return to New
Me!dco today after spending the

past few days in San Francisco on
annual leave. He was interviewed
by the board' in Eugene last
Wednesday.
Board President Edward C.
Harms Jr. said after negotiating
with Weathersby for more than an
hour Friday, ''None of the candidates has been eliminated from
consideration at this point. We will
continue the negotiations with our
first choice on Monday and if an
agreement cannot be reached with
him, we will negotiate with the
candidate who is next on the list."
Board members have said they
hope someone will .accept the job ·
continued on page 6

GSA Changes PrQCessing Service,
Gives President Vote of Confidence
"Being president does not
preclude being gainfully employed·
elsewhere," Foppes said. "The
bottom line is whether I'm fulfilling
my duty."
Foppes said she plans to attend
future council meetings and will not
use GSA funds to pay her expenses
to Saturday's meeting.
Foppes'
other
visit
to
Albuquerque this semester was to
attend the February UNM Regents
meeting. Travel vouchers show she
billed the GSA $376 to fly back.
Foppes would not say whether
she plans to return to Idaho.
However, the professor she is
substituting for - an Idaho state
senator - is expected to be busy
with the Idaho 'Legislature until
aboutMarch 25 ..
Foppes called the controversY
over her absence ''lamentable" and
said it haS given the UNM administration an excuse to investigate the GSA.
"In leiu of the KUNM takeover,
this does not bode well,, she said.
GSA Chairman Mike Finnie,
however, said the administration's

Robert Rumson
Under fire for her absence from
campus this semester, Graduate
Student Association President Ellen
Foppes got a vote of confidence
from the GSA Council this
weekend.
Councilors also voted at the
Saturday meeting to let the
ASUNM Duplicating Service take
over the deficit-plagued GSA word
processing department.
The vote of confidence, passed
unanimously by the Couricil, was
proposed by Councilor Arlene
Rapids, who said the vote would
show "that we think she (Foppes)
has done a good job.''
••If the GSA president gets the
job done, l don't care ifthey'live in
Tucumcari or New York City,"
Councilor Dan Lester said.
Poppes, who returned to campus
for thesecond time this semester to
attend the meeting, told the Council
that GSA secretary Deborah Tryon
keeps her informed on GSA matters
and said past GSA presidents have
also held off-campus jobs.

scrutinization of the GSA constitution is "not that big of a deal.
"I don't think the administration
would propose anything inappropriate," Finnie said. "Any kind
of (constitutional) requirement that ·
they would propose wouldn't be
that major of a change."
After hearing a report from the
GSA finance committee predicting
a $29,677 two-year deficit for the
GSA -word processor, councilors
voted to let the ASUNM
Duplicating Center take over the
management and hardware of the
computer editing · and printing
system.
The transfer would giv.e the
duplicating center the $24,790
worth of equipment in exchange for
an equal dollar amount of word
processing service to graduate
students at the present GSA bargain
rates.
ASUNM" must approve the
transfer before it can go into effect.
Arguing for the transfer of the
equipment, finance eommittee
member Bob VonPentz said to keep
continued on page 6

English Class Substitute for CST
As Arts and Sciences Requirement
Kathy Bal!a
Effective next fall, the college of
Arts and. Sciences ·will require its
entering students to take English
102 instead of the Communication$
Skills Te$t.
The CST, designed to test
students' writing abilities, has a
pass rate of about 30 percent,
whereas English t02 passes aboUi;so perc~nt ofthose entoUed.
Freshmen English ,Director Mike·
Hogan said, ....Arts and Sciences
rnade a good decision. Contrast and
pass rates suggest 102 is a much
rnore efficient artd ·pleasurable
experience.''
A student must pass the CST to
be admitted to. the College of Arts
and Sciences, Anderson School of
Management and University
College. Although ASM and UC
have not yet requested the change,
Hogan said he presumes they will.
CST Director Lynn Beene said
the English 102 final is identical to
the CST. The test is scored by CST
graders and must receive a five or
less to pass. .
. .She suggests students take both

Eqlish 101 and 102. Each class
builds on .the other, she says,. and
students have a better chance of
passing 102 if they have learned the
basics in 101.
Students who transferinto Arts
and Sciences and have taken the
equivalent of 102 will be required to
pass the CST, Beene said.
Students already in Arts and
Sciences who took English 102
prior to the fall of 19JID• will be
allowed to retake 102 for credit and
to fulfill the CST requirement.
Beene explained that prior to the
fall of 1980 English · 102 was 1a
literature course and in order to
bring the CST and 100 closer in
line, 102 became an analytil.!al and
argumentative writing course.
Seen said .. The CST is designed
to test students' writing abilities at a
completed 1021evel.''
In order' to make students' grades
from English t02 eqtdvale,nt to a
passing score on the CST, Hogan
Sl\id, the following guidelines have
been set:
Students whose 102 final exam
receives a csr passing grade of five
or less may be g~ven a C or better in
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Bill Wechter

Eleven.yNr-old Erlt:e Bernstein rllt:fllves • first-bend experience in
the course, depending. on their -physlc•l lllws •t the Engl,.rlng Open. House's ~~con~~t~w•tlon of
average.
Angul•t MolfHintum" exhibit Frldey. The pletform she st•nds on
Students who fail the CST can turns •s she motles the •xis of the spinning w,.l. ·
receive a course grade of D or F. If
a student has a B average in the
course and fails the exam, the paper
can be reviewed, bot the if the CST
grade is not changed the student
will receive a C for the course.
For those students who stiU have
to take the CST the foUowing dates
for pouring human blood over
remain for this semester: March S, Lauren Miller
books
they
considered
March 19, April t, Aprill6, April
racial,
discriminating.
He
gave
other
Increased
reactions
to
29 and May 7.
·obscene and discriminatorY speech examples of items; policies, and
These sessions are scheduled for have prompted new considerations incidents considered to be offensive
8:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. Each of the First Amendment, said to different groups. He also
session seats 60 students.
Robert M. O'Neil, President of the described incidents that involved
Students are advised to come University of Wisconsin.
persons or groups that use symbols
These new considerations stem to demean other individuals, such
eatly and an J.D. is required.
.Students register in the Testing from conflicts of interpretationsof as the Nazi march in Skokie, Ill.
Division, room 2 of University the .First Amendment when applied
O'Neil stated. the central issue by
College.
-to discriminatory- speech, racism saying, ''to what extent should such
The following texts on reserve at and obscenity, O'Neil said. . . .
expression be treated differently .
Zimmerman Library are recom•
O'Neil spoke at the annual John because ofits content? u
mended
for
review: Field Simms Memorial Lecture
He described the controversy as
Legget/Mead/Charvat, Prentice- 'Thursday at the UNM School of recurring in cydes.
Hall Handbook for Writers; Law.
'jWe have tolerated racist
Hodges/Whritten, Hodges Har- . In his speech, ''Second Thoughts. remarks and Ku Klux Klan matches
bract . College . Handbook . and on the first Amendment1' ' O'Neil during certain times of our history
Sheridan . Baker, The Complete cited an incident in Connecticut while during others we have driven
Stylist ond Handbook.
where three .women w.ere .arrested ..• .'
continued on page 6

First Amendment Examined
In Simms Memorial Lecture
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FREE French Fries

Williams Insists On Innocence., Will Appeal Convictions
Wayne Williams' were expected to remain open double murder conviction will Latonya Wilson and Angel Lenair
probably close the books on most and Darron Glass, who is still
of the 28 murders that terrorized missing and presumed dead,
"I would expect the majority of
Atlanta's black I!eighborl10ods for
nearly two years, authorities said the cases to be closed," said Fulton
County Police Chief Clinton
Sunday.
Williams insisted he is innocent Chafin. "It'll just be a mopping up.
and will appeal the two life sen- This (Williams) is the only lead that
tences he received Saturday night you have."
Fulton County District Attorney
for killing Jimmy Ray Payne, 21,
Lewis Slaton, who led the
and Nathaniel Cater, 28.
"I maintained all along through prosecution team, would not say
this trial my innocence, and I still whether he would seek further
say so today. 1 didn't do it," charges against Williams.
But Slaton indicated he believed
Williams said.
The black 23-year-old freelance the long and grisly string of killings
photographer and would-be talent was solved with Williams' arrest.
"I hate to get into the personal
scout has 30 days to file his appeal.
Williams was linked by testimony bit, but when I had him locked up, I
to nine of the othec26 slayiogs and didn't think there would be any
a I Oth that was never added to the more killings and there haven't
list investigated by a special police been any more," he said.
Williams' parents, Homer and
task force.
The task force, which at one Faye Williams, were visibly shaken
point bad more than 100 rederal, at the verdict the jury reached 12
state and local lawmen, probably hours after they began deliberating
will be disbanded this week, Only 35 days of testimony in the senthe files of three people on the list sational case.
ATLANTA~
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"It was a helluva railrOad job,"
Williams' father said. Williams'
mother called Superior Court Judge
Clarence Cooper an "Uncle Tom"
and said that "he was against us
from the start."
The prosecution built its case
against Williams on fiber evidence
and the fact Williams was stopped
on a bridge over the Chattahoochee
River after a police stakeout team
heard a "loud splash." Two days
later, Cater's body surfaced
downstream from the bridge.
Fibers found on the bodies of 12
victims, including Payne and Cater,

were said to be "microspically
similar" to ones taken from 18
different places in Williams' h()me
and auto. Prosecution experts said
it was "virtually impossible" for
the fibers to have come from any
source other than Williams' ho.me
and car.
Chief defense attorney Alvin
Binder said ·the state's fiber
evidence and the fact judge Cooper
allowed testimony about the 10
other slayings to "establish a
pattern" were the two most serious
trial blows to Williams.
"The fiber evidence will be the

hardest part of the case to overcome (On appeal)," he said.
"They're going to refer to this case
for ye~rs to come as the test ca~e for
fiber evidence.''
"The pattern evidence was what
hurt us the most. I think he
(Williams) has a good basis for an
appeal."
Binder said that his role in the
case ended Saturday night. ·
Trial· observers and participants,
including assistant district attorney
Jack Mallard, were not satisfied the
trial established a motive for the
killings.

with this Coupon and the Purchase
of a Hamburger ($1.20 or more)

GOLDEN
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technically ended Sunday but
officials said delinquents probably
could sign up this week without fear
of prosecution.
"It's one thing not to register for
the draft when that .means evading
the draft," Aspin said. "It is
something else to avoid registering
when there is no prospect of a draft
on the horizon."
The penalty, he said, should have
"some relationship to the crime.''

In calling for the change, Aspin
said the current law is too harsh
because there is no draft. Although
The Wisconsin Democrat silid the
the draft was abolished with
creation of the All-Volunteer goal should be to get people
Army, the Carter administration- registered, not .. to make martyrs
following the Soviet invasion of out of people."
Afghanistan
reinstituted
"Therefore, anyone found
registration to provide for a rapid
unregistered ..must be registered
callup if one were necessary.
The law provides that males born immediately and fined," he said.
Jan. I, 1960, and thereafter, should
register at any Post Office within 30
days of their 18th birthday, of·
fidals said. The grace period for
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. those . who have not registered
Johnny Carson, host of NBC's
"Tonight" show, said Sunday he
was stopped by police for a J!!Otor
vehicle violation but refused to
comment on a police report that he
was arrested for drunken driving.

·Lunch

The congressman said he was
concerned about a recent an·
nouncement by Attorney General
William French Smith that hun·
dreds of non-registrants will be
prosecuted with the expiration of
the current grace period Sunday.
The Selective Service said
927,504 men had not yet signed up
by the .middle of last week.
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Aspin said he will introduce
legislation to make failure to
register a misdemeanor rather than
a felony and make the maximum
penalty a $200 fine.

If the draft were resumed, he
said, the bill would restore the
current penalties after a 21-day
grace period.

Aoil, Spicy Beans, Jalapeno Pepper, 11nd Medium Beverage

S189 with coupon

1830Lomas

Congressman Asks for Reduction
Of Penalty on Failing To Register
WASHINGTON - Rep. Les
Aspin, D-Wis., said Sunday he will
ask Congress to reduce the penalty
for failure to register for the draft
to a fine not exceeding $200.
Under current law, failure to
register is punishable by a fine of up
to $10,000 and a prison term of up
to five years.
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Carson Arrested for Drunken Driving

IS THERE A BOTTLENECK
IN YOUR liFE?
TRY

voluntarily submitted to a' sobriety
test, said spokesman Jim Mahoney,
who did not comment on the result
of the test,
"Johnny Carson was properly .
stopped Friday night leaving a
restaurant for a motor vehicle
violation,
improper license plate
Police said Carson was brought
sticker,"
Mahoney
said in a written
into the station about I :30 a.m.
statement.
Saturday and booked for drunken
"Mr. Carson has abstained from
driving. Pplice Chief Lee Tracy
hard
liquor for many years, hut he
ordered that no details about the
had
a
little wine with dinner, He
arrest be released.
willingly took the Sobriety test.
A spokesman for Carson said the Johnny can't recall ever having
comedian was stopped by police for been ticketed for driving before,
having a lapsed license plate not even a parking violation. He
registration. His wife Joanna was. regrets the incident," the statement
with him in the car. Carson said.
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Academic Year .in Madrid
Designed (or the concerned student who may not be financially
affluent, the one who demands seriousness in education.
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ofthe SfHIIIU/t Copilot

Contact University
of New Mexico
students at our
Center:
Cynthia Cannon
Eileen Jourdan
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PSYCHOLOGY

Our Center is located in !he Ciudad Universitaria. Staff is recnJited from three
local universities. Trans·Atlantic Flights: S2 () oAcctedible courses taught in Spanish,
personal direction, educational travel. Year's Tuition:$ 3700. 3 -hundred students
currently enrolled. ·Maintenance in (amily or dom1i!or)l nJns from S275 to $325
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·
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Forum
DOONESBURY

Editorial

by Garry Trudeau

You Mean You Actually Read It?
Two weeks ago, the Dllily Lobo ran an informal
survey asking readers for their opinions of the Forum
page. We were genuinely ·surprised at the response almost 80 surveys made it back to the newsroom. A
year ago, an informal survey was printed in the paper
and no more than 30 responses came back, We're not
sure if that means mora people are reading the paper
or just that more people think this year's paper needs
improvement.
One thing that was obvious to us is that the readers
would like us to be quiet. Approximately five times as
many respondents wanted more outside columns than
those who indicated they wanted fewer or the same
number. "They offer the most innovative writing,"
said one respondent. Another reader qualified his
answer with, "More outside columns, if they're well
written and if they're genuinely interesting." Still

another cautioned, "Lots of luck finding someone
with something to say,"
Almost everyone liked both D.ave Barry's column
"Life and Related Subjects" and Richard Berthold's
"Litteratus et Profundus," About Barry, readers
wrote: "Great." "Excellent satirist.'' "Love it.'' "Best
thing in the Lobo." "First thing I read - even before
Doonesbury." Respondents were equally supportive
of Berthold although one reader said, "Berthold is
radical enough to get his views heard without the
Lobo's help.lt's unfair to other UNM professors."
All in all, we were pleased with the results. As a
result of the request for more outside columns a new
feature, "Here and Now" by Maxwell Glen and Cody
Shearer, has appeared on our pages. Let us ~now how
you like it or anything else in the paper. In our
business, no news is bad news and bad news is. better
than no news at all.
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Intramural Program Defended
Editor:
My initial response to the Idaho native dismayed by
UNM lntramurals was one of total amazement and
disbelief. My amazement was not so much in the
content of the letter itself, Any letter that classifies 20year-old student.s too immature to make judgmental
decisions shows its lack of substance. I can only
conclude that David K. Monroe (fantasy name)
perceives others as he saw himself at 20 years of age.
It has been my past experience not to overreact to a
critic. Most critics have a one-sided point of view,
have not investigated both sides of the issue, and are
not actively involved in what they are criticizing. In Mr.
Monroe's case these generalizations hold quite true.
Most of Mr. Monroe's opinions were established
through observation and by talking with "a man in the
stands". If Mr. Monroe would have kindly approached
one of the "higher ups" about some of these "fantasy'' rules much of his ignorance would not have
been so apparent. I am there each night to supervise
intramurals basketball so I am not that hard to find.
If Mr. Monroe had ever applied for a position of
intramural official his vast experience would have
assisted him in the procedures used to train student
officials (clinics, use of films, and handbooks). It is the
sincere effort of these young people that make
competitive intramurals possible. Minimum wage is
not worth the verbal abuse that comes with the job.

Since these officials are students .as well, I feel that
they should not be deprived of the opportunity to
participate and recreate as other students.
If Mr. Monroe has participated in intramural
basketball, his understanding of the substitution rule
would have been more complete. This rule was
initiated in the fall semester (5'10'' under Basketballt
With success. I say success in that the .rule accomplished what it was intended to do: First, it
stimulated participation of all team members since
substituting became an integral part of the game.
Secondly, it make players conscious of committing
less fouls. The personality of the game of basketball
was not changed because of this rule.
As mentioned before, my amazement was not in the
content of the letter by Mr. Monroe but by the amount
of space allotted to this letter. I find it amazing
because if we could generate that much space to
publicize the various activities offered by our program
to the campus population I feel more people would
become aware of the fine program lntramurals really is
and what it has to offer. So who is being cheated? At
least Mr. Monroe hs something sensible to say.
Johnson Gym "is" a nice facility I Come and find out
for yourself.
Dick Baldizan
Assistant Director
lntramurals and Campus Recreation

KZZX Concert Participation Explained
Editor:
I am responding to an artic:le in the Daily Lobo dated
February 25 under the "Arts" section with the
headline: "KZZX·Tingley 'Kool' Concert Takes CattleProd Approach.'' Ms. Gloria Simon, the author of said
article, brings up many valid points in her writing and
may I add my personal sympathies, for I have had
similar experiences. Tingley Coliseum is far from an
ideal location to hold anything but a good rodeo.
I wish I could add my apologies in a'n official
capacity, but the radio station IKZZX) which helped to
promote the fine performance featuring Kool arid the
Gang had absolutely nothing to do with the way in
which the concert activity was managed. Our part was
exclusively to let fans know about the activity itself
and to introduce the performers.
Concert going is often a trying experience.
Albuquerque has no truly ideal setting for large
masses of people to enjoy good quality music safely
and comfortably. I would like to think that conditions
for future concerts (and other public events) would

soon improve. Such betterment is surely possible. It is
likely that other local stations and other concerned
groups feel similarly.
May I recommend 1hat in th11 future, Lynda, her
friend Glenda and other concert-goers try to get to the
event as early as possible to lessen their wait at
crowded outer points and spend more time inside
waiting for the event. And, try to be a bigger person
inside than the big person beside you and ignore their
rudeness or hurried manner.
We are concerned with concert environmental
conditions. I wish we knew that ali possible measures
are being taken at the appropriate levels to improve
the situation. I would rather find that the lack of acceptable facilities for such events is solely a financial
problem, and not the result of lack of attention or
apathy toward the problem.
With hope for better experiences,
Scott Giles
Public Affairs Director

Reagan Visit Seen as Opportunity
Editor:
President Reagan will be in Albuquerque on Tuesday, March 2,
from 3 to 5 p.m. at the convention center. This provides the opportunity for concerned persons to make an appearance and visibly
demonstrate their displeasure with, and lack of coonfidence in, the
"new" Reaganism.
Historically, students have been among the leaders of the opposition when government has shown a total disregard of human
misery and the suffering of the poor and powerless. It is again time
for students to get out- and show the President that we are united
and resolute in our convictions of equality, humanity, and the basic
rights of every person in our society.
The President's economic policies deny ever-growing numbers of
people the right to a basic, decent living standard. ,Callous, inhuman
cuts in social programs, at a time when more than 9,000,000
Americans cannot find work, with thousands more laid off weekly,
only proves that Reaganomics is nothing more than Robbin'
Hoodlum instead of Robin Hoodism. His .cuts in educational
assistance, retreats in enforcement of the Environmental Protection
Act, reversals on guarantees of civil rights, and concessions which
allow the energy oligarchy to exploit our federal lands, further
def!1onstrate his priorities: profits for big business at the expense of
the people.
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The President's $220 billion war budget is absolutely intolerable.
At a time when interest rates are over 17 percent, people are unable
to find work, and human suffering is increasing daily, the President
prepares us for war. Today we are spending a far greater amount on
"defense" than we did at the height of the Viet Nam war. Today
student aid is being cut, while the "defense" budget grows.
A showing of strength through numbers will force our President
to heed our message. We will not tolerate his pompous attitudes
while millions suffer. Simplistic solutions produce hungry kids.
We must exercise our right of assembly to show the politicians
that we call for more jobs .. no retreat from social and educational
spending, and a reduction in the military budget.
Donald Martinez

Vietnam Warnings left Unheeded
Editor:
I really don't expect an answer to my (!uestion. In the first place
there's no one in Washington smart enough to find one, and
secondly I really don't think anyone in a position to answer cares
anyway, but here goes.
What the heU are we doing sticking our noses into another
country's problems for when we can't even solve our own problems
at home? I refer specifically to the present U.S. involvement in El
Salvador.
We are pouring our money, arms, ammunition, and advisors into
a regime which in no way supports any form of basic human rights.
The arms and ammunition we don't need, but there are thousands
of Americans who could use some of the money. The handicapped,
the destitute, even our schools could use the extra financial help
more than El Salvador.
Pretty-soon our advisors in El Salvador are going to need to carry
M-16's for protection, and then they'll need an entire company of
Marines for protection. I don't mean to be a harbiliger of gloom, but
unless we stop this grade B 'senatio of "Bonta Goes to War" we're
going to have another Vietnam on our hantls.
1don't kn?w aboutthe restof you,·6ut I remember the Reagan of
the 60s and 1t scares the hell out of me to know that he has his finger
on the button. Let's stop him now, before it's too late and another
50,000 young men die needlessly for another lost cause.
I am sure that the majority of us who served in Vietnam don't ever
want to see another one start; let alone send our children down to
,die in it,
They say that wisdom comes with alje. I don't know Who said that
but whoever it was obviously never met the present members of our
executive branch. Funny how we never learn from our mistakes.
Michael K. Mayhew
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-AJ.nendrnnent----------------continued from pa_qe 1
them out altogether," he said.
O'Neil said that during the 1980s,
he has witnessed a, revivaJ to
suppress speech th!\t stigm!\tizes.
He said he attributes the suppr.ession to the growing diversity of
population and substantial increase
in non-Western groups.
"There is a new boldness in
stigmatized groups that are seeking
legal redress," he said.
O'Neil said that the subject of
free speech and equal opportunity
has received little scholarly attention in the past. The First
Amendment does not adequately
solve ethnic tension, he said.
In his speech, O'Neil suggested a
different approach in
recognizing the challenges of ethnic
and racial expression in interpreting
the First Amendment.
He said realizing the intent or
purpose of the communication is
This man, a suspect in the stabbing of Jahmal Saadmasser, 209 significant in applying the First
He added that
Columbia SE, Apt. 27, is taken into custody early Saturday morning Amendment.
counter
views
must
be presented
on Cent1al Avenue. Police would not release any information on
with "vigor and clarity." He said
the suspect's status.
the existence of statutory remedies
is important, along with examining

Children's theater classes are
often thought of as classes for
adults to study or produce
childrcns' plays.
But drama for children can be a
valuable learning experience, says
Shirley Clair-Barr, professional
storyteller and folk-tale puppeteer.
Clair-Barr teaches a class in creative
dramatics for cildrcn that improves
their decision-making abilities and
communication skills. The class is
sponsored by the UNM Division of
Continuing Education.
The children work on voice and
diction exercises, mime, characterization development, movement
exploration and improvisation
using children's ideas, poetry,
storytelling, and chant.

Information
Given on ASU
A representative from Arizona
State University will be on the
University of New Mexico campus
Tuesday to provide information
about graduate programs and
professional opportunities at ASU.
Dr. Miguel Arciniega will be
available to meet With students and
faculty from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the
Student Union Building.

"Some people think that
children's theater is just for fun or
playing. But they use many other
abilities with as much effort as they
do their work," she said.
Clair-Barr emphasizes independence in her classes.
"They get so involved, they
think, they plan. I see myself as
someone who guides,'' she said.
The children in the Saturday
morning class seem uninhibited,
confident,
and
outspoken,
displaying very good vocabularies.
"I love the variety, individuality,
and free atmosphere of children's
theater," said Clair-Barr.
Clair-Barr warms her class up
with tongue twisters and a brief
discussion of Gnomes. She also tells
them to never strain their voices.
Afterward, she sets the scene for
their improvisation acitivities by
describing the characters of a king,
queen and a gnome.
''I'm developing the personalities
of people who would be in a play or
improvisation through the avenue
of storytelling," she said.
With the characterizations set,
she allows each student to continue
the story while sitting in a circle.
This way, the entire improvisation
production has been created by the
class. Each student' adds to the
storyline through the conclusion.
The children then enact the
situations. working out the staging
and acting for themselves.
Clair-Barr critiques them as they

The children in the class range
fom six to 13 years old. "I've never
had a discipline problem with this
class," said Clair-Barr.
Clair-Barr has been working on
her Masters degree from the
University of Coloarado with work
in theater and speech communication departments, She is
trained to teach ·the arts to children
as well as adults. She did
storytelling and improvisation for
the Tenth Annual Southwestern
Theater Festival in January· including work for 104 students.
Clair-Barr
also
teaches
workshops for APS Continuing
Education, and for teachers in
APS. She teaches part-time at
Manzano Day School, in addition
to UNM's Continuing Education.
The children's theater group will
be performing tWo plays this spring
with scripts chosen by the students.
''They seem to like improvisation
so well we may do something like
that," Clair-Barr said.
The group will have a party after
the plays and can invite parents,
reltives, and friends.

Education Examination Required·
Michaelle Myers
Undergraduates working toward
a degree hi the College of
Education must take the National
Teachers Examination April 17
before being allowed to graduate,
said the assistant dean of the
College of Education.
"We are now requiring all students,
beginning with those graduating
this semester, to take it," said Dr.

"This is not an examination that
you must pass to qualify for admission to our programs, but it is
required, and if the students don't
come in and take it on the
scheduled dates, they can be turned
for admission," Rinaldi said.
"All the student needs to do is
come into the College of
Education, present a photo l.D.
and he wit be allowed to take the
test," he said.

-Davis-----------continued from page 1
today although discussions with the
candidates may go on until a March
I 0 deadline.
.
Harms said the board agreed to
offer a salary of up to $75,000 a
year, but might consider a higher
salary.
Davis currently earns $65,600 a
year as UNM president.
"I ant neither optimistic nor
pessimistic," Harms said of attracting Weathersby to the job.
"The negotiations are in 11 very

As far as the tension between free
expression and equal opportunity,
O'Neil said the First Amendment,
"will stand us in good stead •. "
O'Neil is also a law professor at
the University of Wisconsin
specializing in constitutional and
administrative law.

-GSA-----..;._
continued from page 1
the word processor department
open would necessitate cutting
campus
organizations'
budget
requests from $56,000 to between
$12,000 and $17,000.
ASUNM Dublicating Center
manager Waleed Ashoo said he
believed be could clear up the word
processor deficit and "make it

Lecture To Be Given
On Mountain Climber

On Oct. 15, 1978, the first
American women's expedition to
the Himalayas reached the summit
of Annapurna I, the world's lOth
highest mountain at 26,545 feet.
Annie Whitehouse, one of the
expedition climbers, will give a slide
lecture
presentation
titled
"Triumph and Tragedy: Ten
Women Climb Annapurna I"
today from7 to 8:30p.m. at 1815
Las Lomas NE.
The lecture will introduce the
members of the expedition, follow
the route through Nepal to the
mountain's base camp and trace the
second summit team two days later.
The slides were chosen from approximately I 0,000 taken by expedition members. Whitehouse will
also give a brief overview of other
.

.

Cathy Renfro
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em ers o t a 'Pfln Expert Class via for a holashot at the start of the first moto at Speedway Park Sundav, Feb. 7. Open class ls for the larger bikes, 4txlcc and above.

American women Himalayan
expeditions and plans for future
ones.
Whitehouse climbed 24,500 feet.
She was scheduled to make the
second summit attempt, but chose
not to accompany Vera Watson and
Alison Chadwick on the final climb
that resulted in their death.

Joe Cavllreua
Wit,hout the support. of an intramural department or the help of an
athlet!c budget, people l~ke Kevin Skinner and Bill Biswell participate every
week m. a sport that studaes have shown to be second only to soccer in terms
of physacal demand.
Skinner ~as become one of the premier riders in the area, He and only
one other m the Albuquerque area have gained factory support for their
efforts.
There are about fifteen riders from UNM who actively participate in
motocross, Among them, Bill Biswell, and his brother Phil race every
week.
Motocross is an expensive sport. Most of the riders, like Brian Berthold
also from UNM, work on their ownbikes.
'
"But," Bill Biswell said, "motocross is also very rewarding."

Tickets for $2.50 will be sold at
the door. Half of the proceeds will
go to the American Women's
Himalayan
Expeditions
fund,
which supports women in climbing
expeditions.
·
More information can be obtained the Women'.s Center, cosponsors the presentation, at 2773716, and Sandia Mountain
Outfitters, at 293-9725,

.
Candidates Declared
During Senate Session

Two more people announced
their candidacy for the March 31
ASUNM elections at Wednesday's
Senate meeting.
ASUNM Finance Committee
Chairman Dan Serrano said he will
run for ASNM vice president and
Randy Knapton said he will run for
president.
The Senate voted to petition the
Albuquerque City Courtcil arid the
Mayor Harry Kinney in support of
an additional One-fourth gross
receipts tax to acquire the Elena
Gallegos Grant in the Albuquerque
Academy area northeast of the city.
The Senate also passed a second
resolution
to support a central
preliminary phase at this point."
operations of the system and
location on main campus for the
The new chancellor will take lobbies the Oregon Legislature.
Child Care Co-op Where access to a
office July I, replacing 65-year-old
playground and pakirtg may be
Roy E. Lieuallen, Oregon's
available.
·
chancellor for 21 years, who plans
The
Co-op
must
be
relocated
The New MedcQ Dillly LObo Is published
to retire this spring,
Monday through Ftiday every regUlar week or
because Mesa Vista Hall, where it is
The chancellor oversees the
the Unlvetshy year, weekly dutihg dosed and
currently
housed, will be renovated
Oregon system of four universities,
finals weeks and weekly during the summer
to
accommodate
a new Student
session
by
the
DCtard
of
Student
Publication!>
clr
three regional colleges and a
the UniverSity of New Mi!x1Co nnd. is not
Services
Building.
polytechnic institute.
financially associrlled with UNM. Second da:.~s
As chief executive officer of the postage paid at Al_buquerquc New MCJic'O
four
Ill . other business,
Subscription rate Is· iro:OO for thcboard, he implements Board 87131,
presidential
appointments
were
acrtdenHcycat.
approved: Lisa Waysz, Cultural
decisions and policies. He also
oversees of the day-to-day·'----------~-_) Arts Committee; Don Grenrock,

John Rinaldi.
Students must register in the
Testing Center for the examination
before March 9.
In addition to the National
Teachers Examination, the College
of Education now requires that
students seeking admission to their
undergraduate programs take the
Multiple
Assessment Program
Series examination which will be
held Match 27 and again April4.

O'Neil said the context in wbi~h
the communication occurs and its
broader effects should also be
examined by the courts.
He said he feels it is important to
see if the .material occurs within
great works cif art or literature
rather than other types of
publication.

be admitted he would have a hard
time selling the service to ASUNM
after reports of the word processor
deficit were made public last week.
"Now my ASUNM superiors
don't want to have anything to do
with it," he said.
The GSA voted not to budget
money for the word processor next
year. However, funds may be
found to keep it going .if ASUNM
work."
"All it requires is a little bit of does not approve the transfer,
management
and
some VonPentz said.
If the word processing center
reorganization," Ashoo said.
proceed with the improvisation,
He said one of the changes he does close, councilors voted to pay
giving them suggestions to make the would make would be to keep the the transfer costs of students now
theme flow better.
word processor open at night. But using the system.
After the improvisation, she
leads
them
through some
locomotor movements of walking,
running, skipping, jumping and
galloping to a steady drum beat.

Theater Helps Children's Abilities
Lauren Miller

the extent or the injury or offense.
O'Neil said the courts should
determine whether the communication in question is intentionally vicious or merely an
innocent or unsophisticated
message, as with the controversY
over the Frito Bandito television
commercials,
In that case, some Hispanics were
offended by the Frito Bandito
commercials.
Exploitation and the degree to
which the author profits should be
examiqed in determining what is
offensive and what should be
allowed in communications and
advertising, said O'Neil.

Speakers Committee; Gerald
McMahon to Budget Inquiry Board
and Elections Commission; and
Randy Knapton, Sports Club
Funding Board.

Kevin Skinner, UNM freshman, adjusts his
chain !above], lofts from a jump [right], and
flies past the grandstar.d.[below].

Knapton said be does not feel the
new appointment will be a conflict
of interest because he said most of
the work for the Board was done
before his candidacy for ASUNM
president was announced.
The
Senate
appropriated
$4075.32 to sill organizations:
American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, $1165; UNM College of
Pharmacy, $557 .92; American
lhstitute of Architects, $729.40;
Student Nurses Association, $853;
and UNM Pre-Med Club, $150.
Candidate kits for those who
wish to run for office may be
obtained at the ASUNM office on
the second floor of the Student
Union Building.
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Bill Biswe/1, e business major at UNM, k9eps ahead during the
251Jcc expert class which he won.
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Ultrasound Technology Aids m Oil,Gas Pipeline Testing
With a. sound wave humans can't gas wells and underground
hear, a doctor can view a fetus in pipelines.
Ultrascnic sensors, which send
utero, detect disease or deformity in
a patient's heart, or locate a aut and receive sound waves, are
potentially fatal aneurysm .or used .in the technology being
developed at NMERI, the full-time
widened aorta.
research division of the University
Jn addition to its medical ap- of New Mexico's College of
plications, the use of ultrasound- Engineering.
a sound wave with frequencies
These sensors include a tranabove the range of human hearing
- is increasing dramatically in smitter, which sends ultrasonic
waves through a pipe (generating
technical areas.
Researchers at the New Me)dco : noise in the pipe) and a receiver,
Engineering Research Institute are which picks up and electronically
now using ultrasonic waves in records the sound waves. A
sophisticated technology that could computer automatically analyzes
revolutionize the inspection and these electronic signals to determine
monitoring of pipes used in oil.and the conditionof the pipe.

EL
MIRADOR ARTS
A COMPLETE LINE OF READY MADE FRAMES
Custom Flllmlng Service • Wei and Dry Mounllng
All Types of Malllng • Regular and Non-glare Glass

I 10% DISCOUNT WITH U,N.M.ID I

Or. George Alers, formerly a contract with either the pipe
senior scientist with NMERI and manufacturer or the company
now president of Magnasonics, drilling the well. Many steel
Inc., a subcontractor with UNM, companies, however, are interested
said many industries are interested in including pipe inspection in the
in the far-reaching applications of production process, Alers said.
this metal inspection technology.
"One very progressive steel
''Steel companies can use company in Argentina has a
ultrasonic sensors, known as contract with NMERI to develop
electromagnetic acoustic tran- the technology needed for fast, onsducers,
to
inspect pipes line pipe inspection. They want to
manufactured for use in oil and gas . inspect pipes as fast as they produce
wells. Pipe thickness is emphasized them, requiring a system that can
in inspection," Alers said, "since inspect hundreds of feet of pipe a
the whole well is engineered on the minute," Alers said.
basis of a certain thickness of
Other industry interested in
pipe." ·
NMERI's research include companies which. could use ultrasonic
The sensors measure wall sensors to periodically inspect the
thickness, look for thin spots, and condition of rails, and inspectors
inspect used pipes for signs of who examine pipeline welding.
corrosion .and wear and tear.
"Since each pipe costs $500 to
"Welding may look perfect from
$1000, plus the cast of inspection, the outside, but flaws and imyou don't want to leave them purities hidden inside the weld
behind if you abandon a well," he create a weak link in the pipeline,"
said.
Alers said. "To prevent future'
Right now most inspection is pipeline problems, welding imhandled by outside parties who perfections must be c;letected early.

Right now X-rays are used to
examine welds. Ultrasonic sensors,
if adapted .for this use, would
reduce inspection time and
eliminate the need for radiation.''
· An organization with a large
stake in NMERI's research is the
American Gas Association, which
has contracted with NMERI for the
development of technology using
ultrasound to inspect pipelines
buried underwater and undergound
detecting, measuring, and
locating stress experienced in the
pipeline.
The NMERI project nearest
completion is the pipe inspection
technology, which should be
completed following six months of
testing.
Work on the feasibility study
using ultrasound to inspect welds
will continue for a year and a half,
and the vehicle measuring stress in a
pipeline will require three years of
continuing research before it is
commercially viable, Alers said.

Management Workshop Compares
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CLASSES

FORMING
Applications ·.Now
Being Accepted
Classes begin Mon March 1
3215 Central N.E.
266·4900
298-2850 after& p.m.
Instructors
Jess 1rujllio & Gene Varoz
STUDENT PRICES AVAILABLE
ON HAIR COTS
All Services open to the public.

What Japanese and American
management systems can learn
from each other is the focus of a
three-day
workshop
being
presented
Tuesday through
Thursday by the University of New
Mexico Management Development
Center.
"Japanese Management: Q.C.
Circles and Other United States
Applications" will be held at the
Sheraton Old Town Inn, 800 Rio
Grande Blvd., from 8:30 a.m. to 5
p.m. each day.
"The productivity race has made
American and Japanese managers
look at each other for ways to
enhance industrial performance
and quality of work life," said
John Warner, director of the
center-

He said the workshop will involve both a. conceptual and
practical orientation for managers
who want to understand and use
what American and Japanese
managers have learned form one
another.

Among the topics to be covered
in the workshop will be an overview
of modern Japan, Japanese
management, organization systems
and strategy, and the "Z'' method
of management.
Other topics include the new
industrial relations between the
U.S. and Japan; U.S. and Japanese
experience with Q.C. circles and a
step-by-step overview of how to
organize Q.C. circles in individual
organizations.

Instructors for the workshop will
be Robert Rehder and Howard
Finston, both professors and
former deans of the UNM
Graduate School of Managemen.t.
Enrollment will be limited to
provide maximum involvement by
participants.
The fee for the workshop is$365,
which includes all program
materials, luncheons and refreshments. A 10 percent discount is
available for any organization
sending at least three people.
..Expense~ incurred for cominuing
management education may be tax
deductible if undertaken to
maintain and improve professional
skills, Warner said. This includes
tuition, travel, meals and lodging.

Nominations Sought for Awards
For Outstanding Seniors, Faculty
Karen Reinier
Nominations for the Student
Services Awards and Outstanding
Senior Awards will be accepted
until March 15 and March 23,
respectively.
The Student Services Award is
open to faculty, staff, alumni and
cammtmity members who have
made outstanding contributions to
student life at UNM.
Student Service Awards are ilot
open to students or workers at the
Student Affairs, Alumni Relations
and Development Division because
their regular duties contribute to
student life.

Faculty and staff members
nominated must have made
contributions not included in their
regular duties tliat iJ.llprove and
enhance student life.
"Student life" is defined as
improvement of "general campus
climate affecting most members of
the student body" and/ or
enhancement of "activities of a
more limited group of students,
including special interest groups."
Anyone may make nominations
for the Student Services Awards.
The Lena Clauve Outstanding
Senior Awards will be presented to
UNM seniors who have excelled
academically
while
making

significant contributions through
student organizations and activities.
Nominations for the oustanding 1
Senior Awards are being accepted
by Dean of Students Karen Glaser.
The nomination forms are available
in Glaser's office in room 1175 of
Mesa Vista Hall,
Anyone except the nominee can
submit a nomination for the Lena
Clauve Outstanding Senior Award
to Glaser's office.
Presentation of all awards will be
made at the fourth annual UNM
Recognition Banquet on April IS.

Reading Machine Serves Disabled
Michaelle Myers

with community donations. It was
not a University" budgeted item. For
"The l<urzweil Reading Machine that reason as well as our own
is our crown jewel," said Stephen community service responsibilities,
Rollins, head of the circulations the machine is available to anyone
department at Zimmerman library. who wants to come and get trained,
so it's not just restricted to the
Donated to the library in Sep- University," Rollins said. Only two
tember 1981, the machine, designed o( the 15 trained are UNM
for the visually handicapped, has
students.
the ability to read 230 different
The i<urzweil machine allows the
print styles and translate the text to
visually
impaired total freedom
the listener.
from the burden of finding
So far only IS people have someone to read for thetn. Reading
completed the 4- to 6-haur training materials are easily placed on top of
period required to learn to operate the machine where scanners pick up
the 30-button keyboard on the the type patterns, translate, and
machine. With those 30 buttons, 50 read it to them. "It tells you
to 60 different functions can be everything it's doing. So when you
performed.
get used to the sound of synthetic
"This machine wa~ purchased voice, you always know what the

machine' is· doing. Someone who
has nb vision at all is always in
touch with the machine," he said.
Listening to synthetic speech is
reminiscent of listening to the
character R2D2 in the movie Star
Wars, he said.
"People who are used to listening
to synthetic speech can understand
it at a faster speed than 65 words
per minute, which is comfortable
for most beginners," Rollins said.
The Kurzweil machine is capable
of reading up to 250 wotds a
minute.
Besides the ability to read, the
machine can also perform as a
calctilatar, with the 30 control
btittons used to represent numerals
and mathematic functions.

Arts
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Live
Entertainment

Classic, Greek Tragedy Scheduled
For 'Radio in One-Man Adaptation
Tonight, one man will be heard restrict the tones to authentic play describes tile vengeance of the
across New Mexico air waves colors," Arnott explains, "and god Dionysus on the town of
playing every part in his translation those are the shades found on Thebe~, which .has refused to accept
and adaptation of the classic Greek . Greek vase paintings."
· his cult.
tragedy, "The Bacchae."
Eacll of the puppets weighs only
Euripides wrote more than 90
Peter Arnott will bring his a pound or two. "I'm the only
plays,
including "Media" and
masterpiece to KUNM 90.1. FM at producer who can stuff his entire
"Electra."
He displayed a realistic
10:30 p.m. through the National cast into a couple of suitcases," the
interest in contemporary people
Radio Theater, sponsored locally professor says, "and that includes
problems, and any iconoclastic
by the Public Service Company of .props and lights as well."
attitude toward the gods.
New Mexico.
• By directing a repertory company
Arnott has worked in theater
Arnott, chairman of the Tufts 18 inches high, Arnott claims he's
University drama department, says restoring the Greek drama to its since the 1940s as a director,
he performs two versions of the correct physical context. "When 1 professor, author and actor. He
first visited Greece .in 1955," he taught at the University oflowa for
Euripides classic.
said, "I realized that ancient drama ten years, and joined the faculty of
"For radio, I work with just my was written for theaters radically Tufts University in. 1969. The
voice. With various inflections, different from any now in author of 26 books, h•s mo.st recent
tones and ranges, combined with . existence. The arena held IS ()()() . work is a college text published in
.the electronic wizardry of technical people, and most of the audi~nce 1981 by Little ~rown entitled The
equipment, I play all the parts could see the actors only as figures Theater In Its Trme.
myself, including the chorus.
about three-quarters of an inch •
''The book is really the sum"But when I tour 'The Bacchae;' high.
mation of the lectures that I've
chuckles the English-born classical
"The actor in ancient Greek given, other books that I've written
scholar, "you might say there are a amphitheaters had to do broad, throughout my entire career and
lot of strings· attached to the simple gestures seen from a great practical experiences in the theater
production."
distance. So does the marionette, for more than 30 years," he said.
For the past 32 years, Arnott has because of its smallness. So, I'm
Not to slow down his hectic pace
successfully used puppetry to shrinking the performance by using and narrow his diverse interests,
puppets
to
give
a
sense
of
the
recreate Greek drama wh.ich he
Arnott reflects on future plans.
translates and performs at original scales of Greek drama."
"There are about 40 known Greek
universities throughout the United
"The Bacchae," both in radio tragedies and comedies that have
States. He constructs his own and stage versions, is one of survived through the ages," J\e
marionettes, and has built more
Arnott's favorite Greek dramas. said. "My life's ambition is to get
than 100 puppets for his one-man.
"It is the most immediately through the whole corpus of Greek
performances in a repertoire of 20
dramatic and exciting," says the drama in one medium or another,
shows.
professor, who was graduated I'm about one-third of the way
Relaxing in the study of his Oxford and who has a doctoral through now, but they keep turning
Winchester, Mass., home, the 48- degree from the University of up new works."
year-old Arnott describes the other Wales. "If a play doesn't grip the
Yuri
Rasovsky
is
members of his cast. "I've had to audience, it has no right to exist."
of
the
National
producer/director
devise the most portable kind of
Arnot tis widely recognized as an RadiQ. Theater. The .radio play is
construction for my marionettes.
funded for national distribution by
authority
on Greek drama.
Instead of wood the bodies are
TRW, Inc., a Cleveland-based
made of weighted cloth. I build the
"The Bacchae" reflects the high-technology
company.
heads by adding plastic wood
paradoxes
of
worship
and
Production
funds
·were
provided
by
features over wooden cores."
traditional belief and was written in the National Endowment for the
The puppets are mostly black, 405 B.C. after Euripides' self- Arts, the Illinois Arts Council and
white and terra cotta. "I've tried to imposed exile in Macedonia. The WMFT,Inc.

P~trforming

Pa~

Upstairs - "Rosie.
er" .
Performing Downstairs - "Off The Wall"

,

Party Night Tuesday from 7:30 to 9:30
Well Drinks, Draught Beer, and Wine for 25¢
Happy Hour 4·8 p.m.- Mon.-Fri.
Featuring a guitarist for your listening. pleasure

San Mateo at Montgomery Mall • 893·8176

Chicano Undergraduate Forum
Call for "Undergraduate" Papers
• 9 papers will be selected for oral presentation
on April 8, 15, 22
• honorarium of $25.00 for each presentation
• topics - intel:disiplinary, applicable to Chicanas
• submit five unmarked copies, typed, double spaced,
10-15 pages with references to: Chicano Studies,
Marron Hall Room. 204. Deadline 5:00 p.m., March 22.
For more iDformation contact Cynthia Gomez
at Chicano Studiea, 277-3967.
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PEACE CORPS
SPECIALIZES IN
CONSTRUCTIVE
CHANGE.
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REPS ON CAMPUS TUESDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
SENIORS/G.RAOS: SIGN UP NOW FOR AN INTERVIEW
PLACEMENT OFFICE MESA VISTA, 2nd FLOOR

Annual UNM Bike-a-thon Planned
To Raise Funds for Cancer Society
Catherine Jones

for the American Cancer Society.

University of New Mexico bicycle
enthusiasts will be pedaling their
way to raise $IS thousand for the
American Cancer Society at the end
of the spring semester.
The Third Annual UNM Dorm
Bike-a-thon has been scheduled for
May IS throUgh May23.
"It's a time at the end of the
semester for a lot of test-weary
students to go out and have a good
time," said bike-a-then coordinator Peter deiGiudice.

DelGiudice said each rider must
raise $250 in pledges to go on the
bike-a-thon this year. A $250
minimum was set to make it worth
the rider's and the sponsor's efforts.

The annual fundraiser is open to
all UNM students. This year's route
will cover a 502-mile loop from
Albuquerque through Las Cruces,
Alamogordo, Carrizozo, Socorroand back to Albuquerque.
The 198i bike-Hhon from the
Grand Canyon to Albuquerque
raised approximately $6 thousand

Up
~er~ee
Chess dub mcCls every 1"hutsdny at 3 p.m. in room

Hl <.1ft he SUU, Everybod~ 15 Welcome.
j1 _but_ l.etlare ,Stliell pre~cnts_t>r. RDbert Campbell,
TdfC~sor Emeritus or deogtaphy, $peakln~ on
''Peoflle As Places" at tlt)on in the SOli ltnllrodm
Nor!hTuesdar.
, Hlul! l\ey• llnnor Sudety tnklrtg applications until
rhur~day. Pick ti[l nnd return rlpj)lkutlons 10 Dean ot
E!Uden1s: o(fltc,

About 30 riders are currently

signed Up to cover the southern
New Mexico loop. DelGiudice said
he hopes to have 50 to 60 riders
before leaving in May.
Anyone interested in riding in the
bike-a-then should call de!Giudice
at 277-5487 or Mark Fuqua at 2774980.

Daily Lobo· Editor
Selection Dates Set
is

The UNM Student Publications Board now ~eek,
ing applicants for 1982-83 Dail.v L,obo editer.
• Applications are now available in· the Student
Publication Business Office, Mart·on Hall, Room 131.
. • Applications must be returned by 12 noon, Wed·
nesday, March 31 to the Student Publkations
Business Office, Marron Hkll, Room 131.
• The UNM Student Publications Board will meet to
interview the candidates noon Saturday, April 3,
place to be announced. ·
• The 1982·83 Editor will be selected Friday, April
9, time and place to be announced.
• '!'he new Editor and staff will assume their positions Monday, April 19, 1982 with 12 issues of
publication remaining this semester.

.'

··

Hational Radio 1'1leJltre
on .I~HM 90.1fm

Monday, March 1st, at 10 p.m. '
KUNM presents
"THE BACCHAE"
by Euripides
Distinguished scholar, innovative puppeteer
and actor. Peter Arnott, plays all the parts in
his own translation of this classic tragedy.
Original music by Yuri Rasovsky.
Brought to you by

~

Public Service CompanyofNewMexico
Principal series funding provided by A COMPANY CALLED TRW

Page II, New Mexico Daily Lobo, March I, 1982
Page 10, New Mexico Daily Lobo, M!lrch I, 1982
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Pizza
Delivers
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$1.00 off any pizza.
One coupon per pizza.

Fast, Free Delivery
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Tennis Teams.Beat Weekend Foes

1

Expires 3·15·82

1

I

II
I1

Both Lobo tennis teams had a
successful weekend with the
women's team. defeating New
Me.xico Military 8-1 and the men's
squad winning one or three matches, including one loss to a
nationally-ranked team.
Helen Horn's team posted their
first victory of the young spring
season Saturday, after losing to
ranked competition in Arizona last
week. "It was good to get a win
under our belt," Horn said.
''SuzanneKioster beat a player who
is highly ranked in Japan."
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3920 Centrai,SE I
262-1662
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SUMMER CAMP
EMPLOYMENT
Need summer employment? Summer Camp Staff
Recruitment Day will be held Tuesday. March 3.
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. in the West Lobby of
Johnson Gym. Come by to learn about the opportunities for you. Visual displays, brochures, applications and camp personnel will be on hand to
tell you about jobs in camping. Sponsored by the
New Mexico District American Camping Association and U.N.M. Part-time Employment ·office.
Sign up at Part-time Employment, Mesa Vista Hall,
Room 2116

Bill Wti:hler

Lobo catcher Andy Trujequa [27) gats tang/ad up with a Colorado Stata pitcher while trying to
stretch a trip/a into an Inside-the-park homa run. Although Trujaqua was called out on tha play,
UNM won tha gama 9-8 and swept tha four-game series from tha Rams.

Baseb.all Sweeps Four- Game
Steve King

Tke

t=OXY f<.f:;t=Lf;CTIONS

SPRING
SPECIALS
hours 9-6

842-8300
2000 Centro.! S.E.

Perm & ClJt- $35.00
Cut & Style- $1 o.oo
Across from U.N.m.
Walk-ins Welcome
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I UNIVERS~TV coiNctAUNDRY&·GAME ROOM
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The Lobo baseball team has a
winning record for the first time in
many years after gaining a fourgame sweep frbm Colorado State
this weekend.
In Friday's action, UNM
received some good pitching efforts
from starters David Steinberg and
Kiel Higgins and reliever Craig
Jenks in two low-scoring affairs.
The Lobos won the first game 2-1
on a two-run triple by first baseman
, Mark Bfren, which scored third
baseman Andy Trujeque and
designated hitter LarrY Harrison.
Steinberg pitched his best game
in a number of outings before
running out of gas in the fifth
inning. Steinberg (1-0) got his first
decision of the year by striking out
seven Rams while walking only one.
Jenks came in to stop a CSU rally in
the fifth to coast to his first save of
the year.
The Lobos took the nightcap 7-1,
as Higgins gave up only four hits to
win his second game of the year.
The bne run CSU scored was
unearned as Higgins pitched the
first complete game by a Lobo
pitcher this year.
The Lobos broke the game open
with three runs in the third inning,
and added one in the fifth and three
more in the sixth off Ram pitcher
Steve Peyton. Consecutive hitS by
Bob Gemignani (double), Tom
Francis (single) and Barry
Brunenkant (RBI triple), a pair of
passed balls by CSU catcher Ken

Low!
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Student Travel Center

or visit Room 251, upstairs in the SUB

Jasmund and a wild pitch by
Peyton accounted for the three runs
in the third.
Trujeque's triple knocked in
Harrison for the run in the fifth
inning for UNM. The Lobo put the
game out of reach with three runs in
the sixth on key hits by Francis and
Brunenkan.t.
Shortstop Jimmy McBride
reached on a fielder's choice and
Gemignani was walked. Francis
singled for his third hit of the game
with two outs to score McBride
from second. Brunenkant then
lashed a double into the left field
corner which scored Gemignani and
Francis.
Two come-from-behind wins
marked Saturday's play. The Lobos
won the opener 5-4 on James
Smith's run-scoring triple ln the
bottom of the sixth. The .Rams
scored all of their runs in the second
inning on three singles, two walks
and a two-run error by Lobo starter
Joe Perrotte.
Trujeque staked UNM to an
early lead in the first inning by
sending losing pitcher Kurt
Jorgensen's fastball sailing over the
center field fence with Brunenkant
aboard.
After the CSU rally, left fielder

~eries

Mike Holland reached on an error
and Francis took a Jorgensen inside
fastball and hit it over the right
field fence to knot the score at 4-4.
Mark Beeson held the Ram bats
silent after relieving Perrotte in the
fifth.
Trujeque led off the sixth with a
walk, advanced to second on a wild
pitch, went to third on a passed ball
and scored on Smith's triple into
the gap in right-center field. Beeson
evened his record at 1-I with the
win.
Coach Vince Cappelli described
Saturday's second game. "We gave
it away but the Rams wouldn't take
it," Cappelli said. "We had several
chances to put the game away but
couldn't."
Smith was the hero again in the
second game when he accepted a
walk with the bases loaded in the
last inning and the score tied 8-8.
Gemignani scored the winning run
to give the Lobos the victory in the
series sweep. Pitcher reliever Dan
Hale was credited with the win after
taking over for starter Jim Sharpe
in the seventh.
The Rams scored four runs to
take an 8·6 lead in the top of the
seventh, thanks in part to an error
continued on paga11

Lobo Swimmers Place Third
In Women's Regional Event
Two members of the Lobo
women's swimming and diving
team qualified for the national meet
later this month and four school
records were broken at the Region
VII swimming meet this weekend.
UNM finished third in the fiveteam meet with 379 112 points,
behind Colorado State and
Brigham Young. "We had a great
meet. Every one of our swimmers
did very well," said UNM coach
Bill Spahn. "We were expected to
finish last."
Terry Kraemer won the 50 meter
freestyle event with a 23:63 time
which is also a school record.
"That time would rank her seventh
or eighth in the nation," Spahn
said. "lt!s a really great time."
Kraemer also finished second in
the 100 meter freestyle and missed
the national qualifing time by .03
seconds, kraemer's time of 52.22 is
also a new school record.
Diver Karli Tjel!e qualified for
the national meet by winning the
three meter diving event with 450.2
points. Michelle Leffingwell and
Linda Aki also won conference

titles for UNM.
Leffingwell Won the 50 meter
butterfly event wilh a 27:46 time,
and also set a school record with
her third place finish in the 1600
meter freestyle. Her time of
18:20.48 is 29 seconds quicker than
her previous best docking in that
event, and lowered the school
standard by 19 seconds.
· Leffingwell also placed in the I 00
meter individual medly with a
1:03.26 time, 1ust behind second
place Aki's time of 1:01.85.
Spahn attributed the team's
to
their
training.
sucess
"Realistically, when we looked at
the other team's entries and their
times, it looked like we should
finish last, ' 1 he said. "But we've
been working hard. I haven't let
them ease up on their work, until
now. We had the best meet that
anyone ther·e had, based on our
improvement from the beginning of
the year."
Kraemer and tjelle will now
compete in the NCAA Swimming
and Diving Chatnpionships March
18·20 in Gainesville, Fla.

The men dominated Texa5 Tech
Friday, winning 7-2. Tony Richey,
UNM's top player, won his singles
match 7-6, 6-4 victory. Tech came
back to win the fourth and fifth
singles over seniors Curtis Neeld
and Andy Meikle, but UNM swept
all three doubles matches with
Richey and freshman Steve Otero
eking out a 7-6, 5-7, 7-6 win in
number one doubles.
New Mexico State defeated the

-Monday SpecialCUSTOM CUT
•$5.00•
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Lobos 6-3 Saturday in what UNM
coach Mark Hamilton called "a
pure pressure match for us." The
Lobos, who had not lost to the
Aggi~s since Hamilton became
coach, had only two singles winners
against the Aggies - Richey and
Sam Rivera. Rivera, who plays in
the third position for UNM came
from behind to defeat fell~w EI
Pasoan Mike Castillo 4-6, 6·3, 6-4.

don't have any pressure on us for
today's match," Hamilton said
before playing ASU. ''We're just
going to go foi it ·and see what
happens."

"We were up for Tech and
played really well to beat them, SQ I
guess the loss to the Aggies was sort
of a mental letdown, " Hamilton
said. "We knew State would be
tough because we barely beat them
down there in Las Cruces earlier
this year. They came up here with
·nothing to lose and all the pressure
was on us, and I guess it got to us."
Arizona State, who is ranked
among the top 25 teams in the
nation, was the last and most
powerful team the Lobos faced this
past weekend. "After our matches
Friday and Saturday, we really

UNM put up a good fight against
the Sun Devils. The Lobos split the
six singles matches with ASU but
lost two out of three doubles
matches, with only Alex Dorato
and Andy Meikle scoring the lone
victory for UNM.
"We gave it a go, but just
couldn't quite do it. I'm very
pleased with our performance
today," said Hamilton. "Steve
Otero is starting to play like the
player I know he is, and that will
tell in future matches. Otero
defeated ASU's Todd Nelson, and
Neeld and Dorato also posted
singles wins.
"With our performance today, I
think we are beginning to become a
more solid and stable team," said
Hamilton. "I think we'll be ready
for the big tournament in Corpus
Christi next weekend."
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Gymnastic Teams Lose in Arizona;
Women Win Final Home Contest
Nick Greenwalt

against Denver but fell on her
dismount . .Bachman scored 8.15
If last weekend is any indication, with her routine but probably
the two Lobo gymnastics teams would have had an 8.65 score
should not compete together without the fall, assistant coach
anymore.
Pete Longdom said. He added that
Both teams attended the South- Bachman did not reinjure her feet
west Cup in Tempe, Ariz. Friday on the fall but they are still tender.
night, and came away with some
The Lobo men finished last
high scores in individual events but despite a first place finish ·in alllosing team scores. The men were around by Lobo freshman Matt
last in the three-team meet, and the Arnot and a victorY in the pommel
women finished second behind horse by Steve Jennings.
·
The host school, Arizona State,
Arizona.
finished first with a score of279.50,
But the women came back Odessa (Texas) College was second
Saturday to defeat Denver and Air with a 269.90 and New Mexico was
Force in their last home meet of the last with a :Z67 .25.
Despite the loss, Lobo coach
year behind Tracy Kwiatkowski's
second place finish in all-around. Rusty Mitchell said he was not very
The Lobo women scored 138.65 disappointed with his team's
points to Denver's 136.70 and Air performance. "Arnpt scored a
56.40 in the all-around and that's
Force's 131,40.
Kwiatkowski finished first in the his second highest score," Mitchell
floor exercise with a score of 9.05 said. "Jennings won the pommel
and second in balance beam, horse with a 9.75 and Tim Day and
vaulting and the uneven bars with Steve Hill both did very well." Day
scores of 8. 70, 8.95 and 8.95 fo_r an scored a 9.45 on the high bars and
Hill scored a 9.20 on the pommelall-arourtd score of 35.65.
Other high scores for the Lobos horse.
Arnot's first place score in the
came from Lisa Fuller, who tied
wlth Kwiatkowski for second in
vaulting, and Teresa Bertoncin,
who was second in the floor
exercises with an 8.95.
''I was really pleased with my all- continued from {JIIgB 10
around performance," . said by center fielder Francis. CSU pinch
Kwiatkowski. "It was the highest hitter Randy Stolen's single skipped
score I've ever had.''
by Francis, allowing Stolen and two
In Arizona, Kwiatkowski had Ram baserunners to score.
scored an 8.80 on the bars, 8.65 on
But the Lobes rallied in the home
the floor exercise, 8.45 on the half for the win. RBI singles by
beams and a .7 .90 on vaulting for a McBride and Brunenkant tied the
33.80 in all-around.
score and an intentional walk issued
"l'm not sure why I did better,"
Kwiatkowski said. "I was tired but
psyched up because it was our last
home meet and I really wanted to
do well."
Cyndi Bachman, who has been
out of action since Jan. 9 because
of injuries tb both of her feet,
f'l\
•
competed on the uneven bars

all-around was highlighted by
second place finishes in rings and
parallel bars with scores of 9 .SS and
9.45. His other scores included a
pair of 9.35 'son the floor excercises
and the pommel horse, a 9.55 on
vaulting and a 9.40 on the high
bars.
ASU's Tom Beasom. was second
place in all-around with a score of
55.50 and his teammate Jeff
Beasom was third with a score of
55.35.
Jim Griego was the only other
Lobo in the all-around event. His
score of 53.40 consisted of 9.50 on
floor excercises, 8.95 on the
pommel horse, .8.25 on rings, 9.35
on vaulting, 8.75 on parallel bars
and 8.60 on the high bar.
· Griego and Brian Garvin finished
third and fourth in the floor ex•
cercises with scores of 9.50 and
9.40.
The Lobo men will get a chance
to avenge the loss to Odessa in
Texas later this week, while the
women will get· two weeks away
fromcompetitiontoprepareforthe
NCAA regionals March 12-14 at
Oklahoma State.

-Baseball-----to Trujeque led to the wmmng
walk. Rick Pahner, Who relieved
Ram starter Sonny ·Morren in the
fifth, walked Smith on five pitches.
The Lobes, now 7-4 on the year,
will travel to Las Cruces to play
New Mexico State in a three-game
set Friday and Saturday.
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Hewitt's TV. &
Computer Shop
MERCADO DE MAYA
Corrales, N.M. 87048
Telephone 898-0948

Mod Ill 48K 2DR ...... $:1995.00
Apple II

+ 48K......... $1995.00

407 s/s TAD M Drive$375.00
Apple Monitor.... ~ ....... $149.95
VERB 51/4 s/s·s/s: ....... $29.95
Plain Janes .................. $24.95

TV Recycling Center
If you need a good TV give us a call.
Some u8ed computers on hand.
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Classified Advertising
Deadline 12:00 noon for next d11y's edition.
Open B:Oo a.m. to 5:00p.m. Mon. thru Fri.
In Marron Hilll Room 131 or by mail to
UNM Box 20, Alb, NM, 87131.
Rates: $.17 per word or $.11 per word per day
if ad is run five or rnore consecutive days.
Ple.ue run the followina ad •mder (circle one)
Personals, Lost& Fouml, Sc!VIces, Housina, Fc>r Sale, l!mployment, Travel, MLK<llaneous.
Las tloticlu
EnciDSed Please F.ind S

1. Personals
I'ASSI'ORT, J.U, PHOTOS 2 for $4.001 Lowest
price~ in town! f•nst, plc;csing, short walk from UNM,
Call265·2444 or cme to 123 WellesleY S.E. between
Girard nnd Cnrlisle, comer of Silver. Hours: 10.6
weekdays, Sl!lurday 9·5.
tfn
FINEST St:U:C.'TION Ot' unique and traditional
gold wedding sets. Charlie Romero Jewelers', 293·
6901.
Sll
JUDICIOUS JOSELYN, A belate\! Happy
Thanksgiving, Merry Christnms, Happy New Year,
Merry Valentines and tlnppy School Year. To the
Attmctivc Wrapper, Rqpper, Zapper, Laughter in my
life--from JuridiclllJ!>Im Doe.
3/S
AC('I.IRATE INt'ORMATION ABOUT con•
trnteplion, Slcrilitlltion, abortion. Right. to Choose.
294-0171.
tfn
I'IIEGNANCY TESTING & COUNSELING. Phone
247-9819.
tfn
('ONTACTS-POUSIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
Wt: llOT J)JSl"JIIDliTORS. .Prescription eyeglass
frame<. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styl<s), gold
rinde11. $54.50 (regular $65.L'O). Pay J..ess Opticians,
1()()7 Menaul N.U., across from I..:!Belles.
tfn
()'il.\' $2.35. TWO farlll·fresh eggs, two hO!llemade
dtcmical free s<tusage patties, two slices of toast, free
green chili. Open 7 a.lll. Morning Glory Cafe. Corner
or timud, Central and Mornc Vista 268·7040.
tfn
SS llllYSliEST Til' or the week. Daily Lobo will pay
$5 for the best news tip we rccel•e every week.
Sour,cs can remain conCidcntlal, but Edit\lr mu't
ha'e your "arne to pay winner. 277·5656, ask for
t(n

NCW$!00111.

collor. Very uffectionutc, If owner ~oesn't want hin1,
please call sQ I can St!>p advertising. 299-1732, t-4pm.
3/4
CLAIM YOUR J;OST possessions at Campus Pllllce
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. dally.
tfn

3. Services
JIOtU:R SKATING .LESSONS for beginner, in•
termedlale, and low level advanced children and
adults. Specializing in free style dance. For mllre
information please call Keith 831·4871..
213
GUITAR Lt:SSONS, INSTRUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. MARC'S Guitar Center, 143 Harvard S.E.
265·33 IS.
tfn
PROH:SSIONAI, TYPING DY English/MA editor.
Vast experience wilh dissertations, papers. Editing
3/l
available. 266·95$0,
IJOME TYPING-EDITING service. Retired English
professor. Spelling, grammcr confidentiality assured.
l92·3431.
3/5
TYPING IDM SEI.ECTRIC 255·3337.
3/31
TYPING. PRm'F.SSIONAI. QUALITY Typeright.
265·5203.
3/1
T\'PING • rAST • ACCURATE • Reasonable,
CasselleTrunscrlption, 247·2583.
3/26
TI'PING·PROt·t:!iSIONAI. QUALITY pronto at
KlnkotPronto: TLC at no extra charge, We will edit.
KIP, 2312 Central SE, across Central from Popejoy
H~

~

SIJ,\'t:R SCARAJI PRF-"S Quality offset printing •.
typesclling, layout. Editing and typing services
nvallable. Evenings1242·8047,
313
St:WING: Mt:NO, ALTER create your clothes, etc.
RcasiJnable. Call Cloth Dound,.26S-7198.
3/3
I.AN<iUAGt: 11JTORING AND Instructions,
3/5
German, French, Spanish. 268-6232.
A·l TYPISTS·TERM papers, resumes 299·8970.
3/31
TYPING, 75CENTS PAGt: •. 296-4998.
3/26

MC:AT, I>AT tn;vmw In Physics, Ulolllgy, Oc~ernl
('hclll,.try, Organic, sponsored by l'r,..Med Club
tnembcn $30.00, Non•mctnbers S4S.OO. For more
~r~formntwn call271·6565 or come by SUIJ24-b.
3/12
llfO.'I/f;\' t'OR NEXT .Full. We can help, SouthWc.ll
ScholMship Service, l'.O. Box 14805, Albuquerque,
Nc11 Mcxlco871CJJ.
3/j
TilE CITAiit:L-SUPt:IUJ lllcation near UNM and
downtown. llus service every JO minutes. I bedroom
WIIAT ARE YOU nOING Saturday. Night?
or efficiency, (rom $220. All utilities paid, Deluxe
Compare Unlimited, a computerized people matching
kitchen wilh dishwasher and dispOsal, recreation
lc<'icc:, is jult starting its person I!J person friendship
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
irlit\lduclion <ervlcc lu:te in Albuquerque. This is a
couples, M pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
new opporlunity to mnkc areal difference in how you
~peru! your Sawrday (or filly) evening. Our system Is
FOil Rt:NT: t:FFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
ttniquc, unlike any othet "Dating Se!VIce," and is
N.E., SI8S/mo.. all utilities paid, $100 ~ecurity
completely confiucutial. For application and FREE
deposit. fully furnished·seeurity locks and laundrY
tnformalion, wrire1 COI\Il'ARE UNLIMITED, 1'.0.
facilities. No children or pels. Please call before 6:00
llllx 25643, 1\lbuqucrque, NM 31125.
312
In the evening, 266·8392.
tfn
t:XTRA MONEY! are Uureaucracies and
ROOMI'tfATF., MA11JRE n:MALE to share two
organimtions short changing you or your mQllcy's
bedroom apartment three blocks from campus.
YiUrlh' Order "Beat the llureauctacy" and regain
311
Sl29rn!>.,llhe half utilities, 266•8384.
><Jml! of your hard enrrted money, conttoi and
MALE ROOMMATE NEE()ED. Furnished NE
respect. Send S6.95 to: Build and Harvest, LarrY G.
Heights House, 294·0Jl 1.
3/2
Walsh, I'.O.IIo~ 1497, Sterling, Colo. 80751.
3/1
CIIEERJ.EAnt:R/STUNTMAN TRYOUTS! Pick
up applications in Student ActMtles Center, Room
106, NM Union Building. Applicatl\lnS due March
12. ClinlcslartsMarch22. TryoutsAprill and2. Cull '
277-4706 ror further information.
3/12
BUY OUR UOGS· books by the bowser bag at UNM
llo\lkstorel.
312
Makers of Handmade
BI.ACK CJJRISTIAN GENTLEMAN seeks a pen
lndiari Jewelry
pal: Write Ulysses L. Carter 3233 Mt. Gilead ltd.
OLDTOWN
S.W. 66E, Atlama, Ocotgia3031l.
3/2
MCAT. nArREVn:w free introduction lesson. No
. obligation. Come give us a look. Kaplan Educational
Center 265-1524.
3/2
LINf'A 1\fAJt:LLA COME rain or shine, your smile
brightens my day. Tommy.
3fj
BASS PLAYER WANTED (or progressive rock
band. Originals and some top 40. 286-1362.
3/3
CIIINESE DVFFt.l, CIIEAP! All you can eat.
Lunch 53.00, Supper S4.SO, Sunday Brunch $3.00.
Jao-Jao's Place, 5000 Central Ave. SE.
tfn
MA7.ATLAN SPRING BREAK $188 includes
transportation,. beach· front hotels. Details tail Dave
881·1668,. Rena 243·6113.
3/1
AnA'S t:LECTROLVSIS CLINIC, Permanent hair
ien;oval, eyebrows shaped. State licensed, also Th•
Body Wrap. 255-6800.
3/1

4. Housing

FOR RENT CLMN on~ bedroom apartment SI4S
per mlln!h, you pay utilities $100 \leposit. Tell
minutes frorn I,JNM in the Northwest Valley, Call
242·2437.
3/2
ROO MM.\ n: W.\NTED, COUPLE pref~rred.
Private bath, private stud~, Lar~e yard. $125 single
$187.50 couple, 843-6439 evenings,
3/2
CAMPUS COMPACT APARTMENTS: 2JS Yale
Blvd. S.E. at Lead. Studio Apls. near stores and
UNM $!8S per month. Free utilities, $130 deposit, 6
month lease. No children, pets, or roommates. See
manager at Apl. 2 or ~all 243-6210 evenings or 8835940.
3/2
1\f/F ROOMATE WANTE() to share 3 bedrllom
house near Law and Med. schools,$1SO.OO per mllnth
plus J/2 utilities, WID fireplace, piano nice yard.
Serious student preferred. 2~5·4351 after I ;00 p.m.
3/3
PROFESSIONAL WOMAN W/6yearold son needs
roommate to share nice house, NE University area.
$175.00 per month plus utilities, 262·0775 after?:()()
p.m., wee~ends anytime.
3/3
51' TULANE NE is pacl< on the market, a real steal
at $65,000. l aho base Ill hers. Call Susan Beard, the
UniversitY area specialist at Walker·Hinkle Realty
256-3814, 268·4551.
31)
ONE BEDROOM UNFURNISHED. $185.00 in·
eluding utilities, Lease $125.00 deposit. No smoking,
pets, or children. Washington Constitution area. 265·
1584.
3/1
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT in our home,
private entrance, located three b.locks off Ceotral In
Historic Huning Highlands. $(35/mo. incl~ding
utilities, 242·4944,
2127
UNt'URNIS!IEn APARTMENT NEAR UNM·TVI.
$1~5/mo. plus electricity. Call 242-91S8 or 242·781
after4 p.rn.
3/4
t'URNISIIED/UNFURNISIIED APARTMENTS
near UNM/TVI, $16S/rno. plus electricity. Call242·
3/5
9158or242-708t.
SPACIOUS DEnRoOM, $130. 1600 Ridgecrest SE,
266-2974.
.3/5
I-BEDROOM FOR RENT, only SI3S/mo. Also I·
bedroom furnished $175/mo. Av~ilable NOWlll ~
blocks from UNM. Off·street parking. Inquire 2666872 (days), 292.5815 (nights).
3/S
ONE QEnROOM DUPLEX Apartment, heat paid,
pels okay. Ncar Presbyterian Hosp, 247·8647, $195.
3/2

Apartment pius salary, Apply at !116 Pennsylvania
NE, Albuqp~rque, a7tiO,
2/26
APPUCATIQNS ARE NOW being taken for
p9s(\ion& at .the Girl Scout Summer Camp in tile
Jemez Mountains, Needed are: nurse, riding staff,
~ounselqrs, handy!llan and kitchen aides, Call Z4~·
9S8t for more infllrmati!>n.
3/12
WANTED t'EMALE VOCALIST country-~ros~over.
Must play .instrument. Experien~e necessary, Willing
to travel pari time working bank. Call. 296.SS78 nite
294-8726.
2/23
EAF.N 5211·$30 RAI.SING funds for ACORN this
Saturday, Cail247-9792 frllm 9:00·3:00.
3/5
WANTED: U!WA JUMPMASTERS, lnstructllrs,
Riggers, and jump pilots. Call 877·4016 and leave
YllUr name, number and qualification.
3/4
ROCK BAND NEEnS E~perienced Bassist and
drummer 60's 70's current Kim· 277·2417 before 5:00
265.1061 or Jack 243-0105.
312
LEARN THE ART and science of gardening, Helper
needed in landscape maintenance business. No ex•
perience necessary. Starting pay $3.60 per hour,
Hllurs flexible, Must be at least 18 and have own
transportation, Call Tom Wagers at268·3779. 2/26
l\IARRIE:D COUPLE WITHOUT children til
mapage 22 unit apanment complex near university.
Apartment plus salary. Apply at 1116 Pennsylvania
NE, Albuqerque, 87110.
3/3
ARTJSANIC/li;UGRAPHERS
TO
In·
terpret/illustrate original poetry. Call Mark at 843·
6439 evenings.
2/26
SUMMER CAMP COUNSEJ.OR Recruitment Day
will be held March 3, ·10 a.m,-2p.m. in the West
l..obby Jllhnslln Oym. Cllme talk to camp
representative$,
2/26
WORK-STU()Y FINANCIAL analyst, ask for
3/4
Darlene at277-3622.
WORK·STU()V TYPIST needed, ask for Carolyn at
277-3622.
3/4
INFORMATION ON AJ;ASKAN and Overseas jllbs.
520,000 to $~0.000 per year possible. Call 602·998·
0426, Dept. 0924.
311

7. Travel
BADLY NEED TRANSPORTATION to Denver and
back for spring break, Will share expemes. Call Tllm,
299-2401.
3/3
SPRING BREAK RAFf trip I Get Sllme sun and have
some fun. March 15·20, Big Bend National Park. All
food , transportation and eqUipment from
Albuquerque $27S.OO. Call Bob 345-4032 or 883·1459
for further information.
3/2

8. Miscellaneous
WOMEN ATHLE'ft:S: TIIV soccer! City teams want
players, 265-1470, keep trying,
3/9

9. Las N oticias
WANTED: AN APPLE computer Disk II Drive. Call
883·3000 or 821·7770. Ask for Larry Strllup.
3/1
TilE STUnENTS VETERANS association will hold
l.holr monthly meeting for the mllntb of Marcl! on 3·
2-82 at 7;00 pm in .the Child Care Co-op, Mesa Vista

m

H~

LE•'TJRIGHT .BRAIN: Local W!)rksh\lp explllres
proven methods to beller use the \lther 90 percent of
your brain power in learning creativity and
motivation. Saturday, February 27, 9:00a.m. • 4:00
p.m. Call884·9598 for reservations.
2/25

Levi's®

5. ForSale
WE DOT I)JSTRIIIVTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon styles), gold,
rimless, $54.50 regular $65.00, Pay Less Opticians,
5007 Menual N. E. across from LaBeiles.
tfn
IOSPD PANASONIC, LIKE new, :W' frame$!20 or
offer. 843·6071 after 6:00pm.
3/l
MOTORC\'CLF.-MOTOGUZZI 1978 IOOOsp. 6,900
miles. 277-3520, 8:30·5: 294·5631 evenings and
weekends.
3/1
MOTORC\'CU: MOTO.GUZZI 1978 IOOOSP, 6900
nliles. E~cellent condition. Call M·F days 277"3520 llr
evenings and weekends294·S631.
3/2
KIMilALI. SWINGER Ot:LUXE 300 fun machine,
excellent condition 298·498 I.
2125
73 PI 'ITO 7,100 miles. Good tires, runs good. As is
SS2S.OO. Call after 5:00p.m. 268·5305.
3/3
MII.J.t:lt SPRAY PAINT Outfit. Compressor and
Airbrush, $75.268-0321
3/4
1981 KAWASAKI CSR 650 No roUes. brand new.
Mornings, eveninss and weekends 1 2S6-J823.
315
12 V()LT BATTER\', Fully charged, J.C. Penny, no
tnaintenance, $20, 821•3291,
3/S
TURNTABI;E, EXCELJ.t:N'f CONUITJON.
Walnut base, dust cover, fully au!omalic. $50. 821·

& Wrangler's

Jeans
&
Cords

lobo

m

mt.

SUMMER .CAMP COUNSELOR Recruitment Day
will be hel~ March 3, 10a.m.-2p.m., in the West
L\lb~y Johnson Gym. Come talk to c~mp
representatives,
2126
TENNIS COORDINATO!t PART·TIME, 'To t.eac!J
.beginner, intermediat.es, s\lme mornings ~nd early
evenings. Contacl YMCA 292-2298,
3/5
PART·TIME JOB afler.noons and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Apply in person; no phllne calls please.
Saveway Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE. 5516
Menaut NE.
.
3/12

SURPI.US JEt;Ps, CARS, Trucks. Car·inv. value
$2143, sold for SIOO. For information on purchasing
simllat bargains, call 602-998·0575, eKI. 0924, Call
refundable.
3/1
U:VI'S .LEVI'S $11.50. Sasson Designer's, $19.99;
f'oxy·Lady dresses, 15.99; spring blouses, $4,99;
overalls, $13.99 and many more a! equally lllw prices
at California Fashion Out lei. 2324 Central SE, corner
Cenirai/Cornell. 266·6872.
3/S.

men's
shop
2120 Central SE

243-695..4

6. Employment
MARRIED COUPLE WITHOUT children to
manage 22 unit apartment complex near university.

Covered

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Slrago.n

~PRICE

Books • Magazines
• Records & Comics

2. Lost & Found

to discuss qualifiCations for

advanced study at
AMERICAN

TJlECATS

Magazines
from
1897-1981

MEOJP

S£tONDHAND CLDrHES
, .
NEW' US£0
lor WDMEN, M£11 4lHILOR£N
'IIJtJ R~MEMB~R THOSE GODIJ

OLIJ PRICES. ON CLOTHES
W£Sr1LL HAVE THEM!

255•8330

10·.4

1

Always

1f2 Price!

.~AT

I.·-----~-----·------·,
--·~
I
I
II
1
I
SPECIAL

1 sliee of
Cheese Pizza & Soft Drink

I

1

. . 1.04 . . . .

with coupon 3-1 thru 3-7

I
I
I

-----------·-,---.i.wl
1 .

121 Har1•ard SE

.. .

. !It bl. S. of Cent tal

GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunities
in the field of
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMEN'r

EVERYTHING

fO • 3: JOMOII·FR/

3/0f. COVTHA.L, S€

A representative
will be on the campus

WEDNESDAY
MARCH 10, 1982

FOUNn: PAIR or red knit gloves. Please Identify
and claim at Marron Hall Room 131.
3/2
MAI.E CAT t'OVNU on eampus-•black wilh white
paws, underside, inverted white V on race. Yellow

~

INTERNATIONAL
CAREER?

Interviews may be scheduled at

CAREER SERVICES
Back Issues • Collector's
Comics • S.F. • Magazines •
Paperbacks • Collectors
· . · Recortls
1

12 PRICE BOOKS!
Central At University
Phone: 842•0624

AMERICAN GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
Thunderbird Campus
Glendale, Arizona 85306

ACROSS
1 Unadorned
6 Erica
11 Insect
12 Body of
water
14 Conjunction
15 House additions
17 Poker stake·
18 Doctrine
20 Luges, e.g.
23 Greek letter
2'4 Anon
26 Tales
28 Teutonic
·deity
29 Boredom
31. Fans
33 Sea eagles
35 Bow of vessel
36 Odysseus
39 Turn Inside
• out
42 Tellurium
symbol
43Welrd
45 Great Lake
46 Make lace
48Wigwams
so watering
place
51 Jacob's
brother
53 Insect
55 .Printer's
measure
56 Cause
59 Negative Ions
61 Winter woe
62 Dispatches

DOWN
1 Individual
2 French E~rticle
3 Consumed

4 Misfortunes
5 Girl's nickname
6 Hectoliter
(abbr.)
7 Diphthong
8 Moslem chief
9 Pitch
10 More torrid
111daho city
13 Approaches
16 Scorch
19 Cash
21 let fall
22 Sleep sound
25 Suckle
27 Heating
device
30 Map feature
32 Pitchers
34 Withered
36 Complete
37 Rents
38 Warble

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

40 Matures
41 Athletic
groups
44 Small sloves
47 Afrikaans
49 Rational

52 Employ
54 Metal
57 Digraph
58 Niton symbol
60 Hypothetical
force

